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When performance is measured by results 
 
“You do what you track. And you get what you measure.” Peter Drucker, one of the most 
influential management consultants of the 20th century, said this 50 years ago.  
 
And even with the disengagement of employees at work, increased stress levels and a 
general shift in employee culture with Millennials becoming the majority of the workforce, we 
still live by the same rules in today’s business world. And the organizations who want to 
strive in these times need to adapt themselves to today’s zeitgeist.  
 
But despite the difficult times, certain organizations managed to adapt and ride the wave of 
the new era. They keep growing in revenue and profit while at the same time grounding that 
in high employee engagement, increased levels of productivity, less absenteeism, and low 
turnover rates.  
 
These organizations realized that they needed to help managers become leaders, connect 
individual performances to business results, improve workplace satisfaction throughout 
teams, and create a growth mindset. 
 
The first step to doing all of that was to start measuring performance by results and to do 
that, they started implementing Objectives & Key Results (OKRs). 
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